ABSTRACT

The Effect of Ownership Structure, Board of Directors Composition and Board of Commissioners Composition toward Dividend Policy and Corporate Value in Manufacturing Industry Registered at Jakarta Stock Exchange


The study uses 24 companies out of total manufacturing industry listed in JSX in the period of 2001 – 2004. All of 24 companies listed in JSX were continuously paid dividend to share holders. Historical information such as annual report on companies financial data is used in this study. Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) with Amos version 4.01 is applied to analyze the data.

The study shows that the effect of: (1) ownership structure toward board of directors composition is negative and insignificant, (2) ownership structure toward board of commissioners composition is positive but insignificant, (3) ownership structure toward dividend policy is negative but significant, (4) ownership structure toward corporate value is positive and significant, (5) board of directors composition toward dividend policy is positive and significant, (6) board of commissioners composition toward dividend policy is positive and significant, (7) board of directors composition toward dividend policy is positive and significant, (8) board of commissioners composition toward corporate value is positive and significant, and (9) the effect of dividend policy toward corporate value is negative but significant.
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